
The Proper Study is Volume 4 of the Royal
Institute of Philosophy's annual lectures.
Volumes 1, 2 and 3, The Human Agent,
Talk of God and Knowledge and Necessity
were published by Macmillan in 1968, 1969
and 1970 respectively. Volume 5 will contain
lectures on modern philosophy.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF PHILOSOPHY

The Institute welcomes as members all
those who are interested in philosophical
problems, irrespective of their professional
qualifications. Particulars may be
obtained from the Secretary, Royal
Institute of Philosophy, 14 Gordon Square,
London, W.C.1.
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In the same series

The Human Agent

'The contributors are mostly professors or readers, all at the height of
their powers. The lectures are concerned with such matters as
predictability, freedom, morality, obligation, desires, the body - mind
problem, directive language, thought, and expression. This collection will
be useful to university students, and the intelligent general reader should
find them interesting.' -British Book News

'. . . a collection of high grade, but not too technical, papers devoted to
certain aspects of the philosophy of mind'. - Times Literary Supplement

Talk of God

'. . . excellent symposium . . . Virtually all of the contributors are already
distinguished writers, and each tries to say something constructive and
relevant about theology or theological language.' - Anthony Thiselton,
Church of England Newspaper

' The book is ideal sem ina r -ma te r i a l , an essent ia l tool for any re l ig ious
course , and a benef i c ia l one for genera l ph i losophy courses . . . a vo lume
w h i c h is ca l cu la ted to s t imu la te t h i n k i n g in many areas of ph i losophy. '
- Keith Ward, Philosophical Books

Knowledge and Necessity

Contemporary issues in epistemology, ranging from the philosophical
significance of Chomsky's work on transformational grammar to the place
of a doctrine of eschatological verification in theism, are debated in this
collection of original papers, some of them by promising young
philosophers.
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